
For biosensing purposes, a layer of to the anal y te to be detected, is 
immobilised on tbe interferometer surface (see silanization The t10w 

ceUs and fabricated a novel fabrication of 3-D ernbedded 
SU-8 as structural material. On the otber hand, several modulation 
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There is an interest in system based on fol' ultrasensitive and 
miniaturised biosensors. Genomics and are fields where new laboratory 

more accurate, smaller and than conventional are demanded. 
Mach-Zehnder interferometer devices fabricated with 

sensitive bio/chemical sensors. Due to their mechanical 
fabrication and their these devices are quite suitable for further 
The of electrical and f1uidics functions on the same 
complete 

To this aim, we have fabricated an integrated Mach-Zehnder nanodevice based on Total Internal 
Refraction I For the of the MZI device are 

of the sensor ann. The basis of the 

TlR waveguide structure is: (i) a Si a Si02 (2 j.lm thick, n=1.46), a core of 
LPCVD of 100 nm thickness and a refractive index of 2.00. To achieve monomode behaviour is 
needed to define a rib structure, with a depth of only 3 nm, on the core by a step. The final 
devices (within al! its fabrication processes) are CMOS These devices have a Surface 
of 2'10-4 in TE In the 1 the cross section of the MZI TIR is shown. 
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Figure 1. Cross section of (he wavegU!de of a MZI-TIR 
nanodevíce 
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2. MZI response to the receptor immobilisation 

scbemes at the reference arm ma.gn<~to··ODtlca compensation) is under 
The will mr"IT'.r\r~ the the f10w modulalÍon 

in a further step, the CMOS electronics. 
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